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The increasingly severe water crisis is restricting sustainable development of the Yangtze River
Delta Urban Agglomeration (YRDUA), highlighting the importance of collaborative water
resources management. Based on the dataset from 26 cities between 2001 and 2020 in
the YRDUA, this study applies Social Network Analysis to research the spatial correlation of
urban water utilization, which helps identify the interaction of water use behaviors among
different cities. Results show that the close relationships among urban water consumption in
the YRDUA have formed a network, and there is no isolated city in the water use correlation
network. During the research period, the water network affinity and network density showed
an overall upward trend, meaning the number of actual connections in the network was
increasing. However, the network hierarchy first decreased and then raised, and the network
efficiency first increased and then decreased, indicating the structural evolution of the water
network was gradually detrimental to the effective dissemination of water use information. The
urban water consumption correlation network also shows a core-peripheral structure.
Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, and Hangzhou have higher coreness and centralities,
dominating the water network and controlling major information spillover channels.
Therefore, it is essential to focus on the overflow effects of urban water consumption and
management among different regions, optimize the structure of the water consumption
correlation network, exploit the core cities’ radiation effects, and realize collaborative
management for regional water resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Water resources are necessary for human survival and social progress, and ensuring that adequate
water supplies are available is essential for human well-being (Oki and Kanae, 2006). Among the 17
sustainable development goals (SDGs) published by the United Nations General Assembly, at least
four goals are related to sustainable utilization and management of water resources (Pradhan et al.,
2017). However, only about 3% of the water on Earth is freshwater, and its distribution in time and
space is uneven (Long and Pijanowski, 2017), resulting in many regions not having enough fresh
water. Warnings of increasing water scarcity are common, and about two to three billion people live
in highly water-stressed areas globally (Munia et al., 2016). The increasing water scarcity has
constrained economic development and the maintenance of a clean environment and healthy
ecosystems (Cosgrove and Loucks, 2015). Societies worldwide have long struggled with the efficient
and effective management of water resources.
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Urbanization is one of the most significant trends in the 21st
century, and it is also the engine of growth (Bertinelli and Black,
2004). Due to their high population density and high intensity of
socio-economic activities, urban areas have become significant
consumers of water resources and producers of waste and
pollution (Bao and Fang, 2012). It is estimated that about 2
billion urban dwellers (one-third to nearly half of the global urban
population) will experience face water scarcity by 2050 (He et al.,
2021). Demand for water exceeding supply will directly affect the
health and well-being of urban residents and the quality of urban
environmental and socio-economic development (Krueger et al.,
2019). Large amounts of water resources have been transferred to
urban systems from agricultural and ecological approaches to narrow
the urban water supply-demand gap (Srinivasan et al., 2013). Urban
water use has significant impacts on other water use systems, and
cities play an essential role in managing freshwater resources. As the
largest developing country and the second-largest economy globally,
China has been suffering from water scarcity for a long time (Wang
et al., 2019). About half of cities have insufficient water supplies in
normal water years, and one-third of cities experience severe water
shortages in China (Jiang, 2009). The Chinese government has adopt
the strictest water resourcemanagement (SWRM) system to solve the
water scarcity andwater pollution problems (Zuo and Liu, 2015). The
principal objective of SWRM is to comply with three redlines to
reduce the total amount of water use, enhance water use efficiencies,
and control water pollution (Wang et al., 2018). Suitable government
circulars and policy documents have been released as guidelines on
water management targets in each province. Therefore, sustainable
urban water management is crucial for alleviating the water crisis in
China and the world (Liu and Jensen, 2018).

Due to the mobility of water resources and the interaction
between cities, there exists a significant spatial correlation in
water utilization (Franczyk and Chang, 2009; Lipscomb and
Mobarak, 2016). Spatial statistical techniques have arisen as a
new tool to consider geospatial factors in water resources
management. Compared to a simple ordinary least square (OLS)
model (Chang et al., 2017), the spatial econometric model can
extract significant factors more accurately by considering spatial
interaction effects (Abildtrup et al., 2013). For example, municipal
water demand would be subject to spatial lag and error, and there is
potential usefulness of the spatial empirical methods in urban water
research (O’Donnell and Berrens, 2018). On the one hand, regional
water usage presents an apparent spatial aggregation. Regions with
significant water use would be spatially clustered (Sohn, 2011).
Water pollution also had a significant spatial effect, and water
pollutant discharge in cooperation and economic radiation
regions showed a combined reduction trend (Zhou et al., 2021).
On the other hand, regional water use has significant spatial spillover
effects. There is an apparent spatial autocorrelation, cluster trend,
and unbalanced development in China’s inter-provincial water
resource utilization efficiency (Ma et al., 2016; Fengting et al.,
2019; Jingxue et al., 2021). The urbanization level of neighboring
cities exerted the most significant positive spatial spillover impact on
local water withdrawal (Li et al., 2021). At the urban level, urban
water use efficiency in China was characterized by remarkable local
spatial autocorrelation (Kai et al., 2022). There was also inequality
and spatial diffusion in water use in the Yangtze River Economic Belt

(Babuna et al., 2020). It has been widely acknowledged that spatial
effects significantly impact water utilization and management
(Brelsford and Abbott, 2017), More emphasis should be placed
on studying the spillover effect on water use management.

Some scholars believed that traditional spatial measurement
methods only could provide a partial assessment by accounting
for the geographically and economically “proximity” or
“adjacency” spillover effect without furnishing more complex
network structure characteristics from a global perspective.
Because the traditional spatial econometric model based on
“attribute data” can only verify the existence of spatial effects
but cannot reveal the inter-regional spatial correlation structure.
These studies failed to tell each node’s roles and identify the
critical regions in the entire water consumption network, leading
to ineffective water management. Therefore, they tried to
introduce the social network analysis (SNA) method into the
study of regional water usage spatial correlation, which can be
used to reveal the influence mechanism between nodes in the
water network. Social networks are essential for outcomes in
natural resource governance, the structural pattern of relations of
a social network can significantly impact how actors behave
(Bodin and Crona, 2009). At present, SNA has been applied to
describe animal behavior, migration and mobility process
(Bilecen et al., 2018), to analyze the complex interactions of
stakeholders in natural resource management (Lienert et al.,
2013; Kurian et al., 2018). People also use SNA to detective
complex spatial correlations of provincial industrial carbon
emissions, provincial natural gas consumption, and provincial
energy eco-efficiency in China (Bu et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2020;
Liu and Xiao, 2021). As for the application of SNA in water
research, most literature focused on characteristics of spatial
correlation of water resource utilization efficiency (Huang
et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2022; Zhi et al., 2022). Besides,
researchers also used SNA to study communication networks
among organizational departments and divisions in water
management or to help facilitate collaboration by looking for
factors affecting cooperation and creating bridges in water
pollution management (Kunz et al., 2017; Ruzol et al., 2017).

The above-referenced research contributes to the analysis of
the spatial pattern of regional water use. However, little attention
has been paid to the spatial correlation of urban water
consumption, especially from the perspective of non-
geographical adjacency. Lacking information on this will
implement effective urban water resources management.
Taking the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration
(YRDUA) in China as the research area, according to the
panel data of 26 cities from 2001 to 2020, this study
constructs a spatial correlation network of urban water
utilization. It can reveal the spatial structure and the network
characteristics of water usage in the YRDUA. In particular, we
can focus on the role of crucial urban by assessing their capacity
to spillover and receive water information from other cities. The
contributions of this study include: 1) It investigates the spatial
correlation of urban water use in the YRDUA, which has
reference significance for collaborative management of water
affairs in other urban agglomerations. 2) It applied the SNA
model to construct a spatial correlation network of urban water
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utilization at a larger scale by analyzing the spillover effects
between different cities and identifying the key regions. 3) The
results will offer a scientific basis for formulating more reasonable
and collaborative regional water resources management schemes.

2 MATERIALS AND RESEARCH METHODS

2.1 Overview of the Study Area
YRDUA is one of China’s most developed and populated regions,
located on the country’s eastern coast. According to the “Yangtze
River Delta Urban Agglomeration Development Plan” released
by the National Development and Reform Commission in June
2016, the YRDUA contains 26 cities, including Shanghai;
Nanjing, Wuxi, Changzhou, Suzhou, Nantong, Yancheng,
Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, and Taizhou in Jiangsu province;
Hangzhou, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Jinhua,
Zhoushan, and Taizhou in Zhejiang province; and Hefei,
Wuhu, Ma’anshan, Tongling, Anqing, Xuancheng, Chizhou,
and Chuzhou in Anhui province (Figure 1). Even though this
area has a land area of 0.21 million km2 and accounts for only
about 2.2% of China’s total land, it comprises 11.0 and 20.0% of
the population and gross domestic product (GDP).

The YRDUA is the earliest and most mature urban
agglomeration in China. The overall urbanization rate here is
far higher than the national average. From 2001 to 2020, with the
rapid growth of population and total GDP, urban water
consumption has also undergone significant changes
(Figure 2). Freshwater supply is substantial to regional
economies and ecosystems (Lang et al., 2017). The quickly

upward water demand puts enormous pressure on regional
water supplies. The YRDUA faces significant water security
challenges, such as water supply stress and water environment
pollution (Dou et al., 2021). Research on water use characteristics
in the YRDUA is crucial for the region’s sustainable development
and sustainable water management across the country.

2.2 Research Methods
2.2.1 Generating Social Network Data
The construction of relationships is crucial for network analysis.
The relationships dataset used to construct a social network is
mainly derived from surveys and observations with econometric
models, such as the Vector Autoregression (VAR) Granger

FIGURE 1 | The location map of the YRDUA area.

FIGURE 2 | Economic development and water consumption in the
YRDUA.
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Causality test and the gravity model. Compared with the VAR
model, the network constructed based on the gravity model can
reflect the evolution trend of the spatial correlation network. The
gravity model was first used to investigate the determinants of
bilateral trade and has now been extended to many other fields,
such as trade in services (Kahouli and Maktouf, 2015), human
mobility (Pappalardo et al., 2016), and knowledge diffusion
(Abramo et al., 2020). In this study, complex urban water
consumption network is abstracted as social network. This
study abstracts a complex urban water consumption network
as a social network. The urban water consumption in the YRDUA
is the network node”, and the spatial correlation between cities in
terms of water consumption is defined as a network “line”,
thereby constructing a spatial correlation network of urban
water consumption. The correlation data used for representing
urban water consumption relationships are created by using an
improved gravity model, and the improved gravity model is as
Equations 1, 2:

yij � Kij ·
�������
PiWiGi

3
√ · �������

PjWjGj
3
√

( Dij

gi−gj)
(1)

Kij � Wi

Wi +Wj
(2)

where yij is the intensity of water use in city i relative to city j. Pi

(Pj ) is the population in city i (j). Gi (Gj) is the value of GDP in
city i (j). Kij is the contribution rate of city i in water relations
between city i and city j. To investigate both economic and
geographic impact on regional water relations, the ratio of the
spherical distanceDij relative to the difference in GDP, per capita
( gi − gj) is adopted to represent the true “distance” between the
two cities. With Equation 1, a primary matrix in terms of water
relations can be built. Take the average value of each column of
the matrix as the threshold, and a binary matrix can be obtained.
If the gravity value is greater than the threshold, it means that the
city of this row is related to the city in this column, then the
gravity value is a signed a value of 1 in the binary matrix.
Otherwise, the gravity value will be 0, indicating that the two
cities in the corresponding row and column are unrelated.

2.2.2 Social Network Analysis (SNA)
SNA is a systematic approach. It has been widely used to analyse
social relations, resource liquidity among actors (Kharanagh
et al., 2020). This method can perform quantitative analysis
accurately on relational data and draw qualitative conclusions.
SNA has also invented graph-theoretic properties to characterize
structures, positions, dyadic properties, and ties of the overall
“shape” (Borgatti et al., 2009). From the perspective of urban
water consumption in this paper, exchanges of technology,
knowledge, talents, and resources between urban in YRDUA
will cause the correlation of water usage in these regions,
which meets its applicability.

Based on the above “relation data”, the spatial correlation
network of urban water consumption is constructed. Then, three
items are selected: the overall network characteristics, the
individual characteristics, and the core-periphery structure to

describe the structural features. For the overall network
characteristics, this paper mainly focuses on four factors:
network affinity, network density, network efficiency, and
network hierarchy (Liu et al., 2017; Bu et al., 2020). For the
individual characteristics, centrality measures reflect the
importance of a particular node in the network: degree
centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality.
Table 1 contains an introduction of each characteristic, and
more detailed information can be found in the supplementary
material. We use the software UCINET (v 6.659) to finish
calculating and analysing water network characteristics.

The core-periphery structure is a special kind of centralized
network. It can characterize the position of different nodes in the
network and provide a standard to define the importance of a
node in the network, thereby identifying the core members
(Hartmann et al., 2020). Core actors with high centrality are
strongly connected. In contrast, actors in the periphery are
connected only to the core actors and not directly to other
peripheral actors (Bodin and Crona, 2009). The core-periphery
structures significantly affect the exchange of information and
knowledge in resource governance contexts. The core actors
would be more engaged in acquiring new information and
knowledge than periphery actors (Rombach et al., 2017).
Innovations and knowledge generally tend to trickle down
from highly interconnected core actors to more loosely
connected peripheral actors (Abrahamson and Rosenkopf, 1997).

2.3 Data Sources and Processing
The dataset contains GDP, water consumption, and population
from 2001 to 2020. GDP is measured by 10,000 Chinese yuan and
calculated in the constant price of the year 2,000. The data used in
this study are mainly taken from the Statistical Yearbook of
Jiangsu Province, Shanghai Statistical Yearbook, Zhejiang
Statistical Yearbook, and Anhui Statistical Yearbook between
2002 and 2021. Partially missing data are supplemented by the
corresponding statistical yearbooks of individual cities.

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Overall Network Characteristics and
Evolution Trend
3.1.1 Spatial Correlation Network of Urban Water
Consumption
According to the modified gravity model, we establish a spatial
correlation network of urban water consumption in the YRDUA.
Then, we use the visualization tool NetDraw to draw the water
network map for 2020. Figure 3 shows the structure and form of
the spatial network. In the network, nodes represent the 26 cities
within the YRDUA, and arcs represent the water connections
among the regions. The complex and multi-threaded spatial
correlation network structure indicates that there are
relationships among neighbouring and nonadjacent regions in
terms of water affairs. Moreover, there is no isolated node in the
network, indicating that a significant correlation exists between
all urban water use in the YRDUA. Thus, we need to manage
water affairs from a global perspective. Figure 3 also indicates
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that Shanghai, Suzhou, Wuxi, and Hangzhou are in the centre of
the network.

3.1.2 Characteristics and Evolution Trend of the Water
Network
This study compared the water network’s average distance and
distance-based cohesiveness between 2001 and 2020 (Table 2).
The average distance between network nodes decreased from 1.85
in 2001 to 1.71 in 2020, slightly fluctuating around 2011. While
the distance-based cohesiveness of the whole network increased
from 0.56 to 0.65, meaning an overall upward trend of
correlations between urban water use. The average distance of
the urban water network was below 2, indicating that any node in

the network can gain access to another node through at least
2 nodes.

This study calculated the affinity, density, efficiency, and
hierarchy of the urban water spatial correlation network in the
YRDUA from 2001 to 2020, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4A
indicates that both the network affinity and the network density

TABLE 1 | A brief description of the calculation methods of social network characteristics.

Network Characteristic Description Expiation

Overall network
characteristics

Network affinity It measures the number of actual connections in the network
It reflects the closeness of exchange and relationships among the
nodes

Network density It measures the ratio of actual connections to the total
connections. It reflects the degree of cohesion in the network

The greater the density is, the closer the relationship
between urban water consumption is

Network efficiency It reflects the degree of redundant lines in a network with a known
number of components

The greater the efficiency is, the faster the information
spreads through the network

Network hierarchy It reflects the extent of asymmetric reachability between nodes in
the network

The higher the hierarchy is, the more rigid the network is

Individual
characteristics

Degree centrality It measures the number of direct connections each node has with
other nodes. It reflects the ability of one node to interact with other
nodes

The higher the value is, the more important the position
the node occupies

Betweenness
centrality

It measures the number of times a node acts as a bridge along the
shortest path between two other nodes

The higher the value is, the stronger the node’s influence
on the interaction between other nodes is

Closeness
centrality

It focuses on the proximity of a node to all other nodes in the
network. It reflects the ability of a node not to be controlled by
other nodes

The higher the value is, the shorter distance between a
node and other nodes is

FIGURE 3 | Water consumption spatial correlation network of the YRDUA in 2020.

TABLE 2 | Distance and cohesiveness of the water network in the YRDUA.

Year 2001 2006 2011 2016 2020

Average distance 1.85 1.77 1.88 1.69 1.71
Distance-based cohesiveness 0.56 0.57 0.54 0.60 0.65
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show a noticeable general upward trend, while there are also
apparent fluctuations. The former raised from 0.32 in 2001 to
0.35 in 2020, and the latter increased from 210 to 228. These two
growths mean the relationships of inter-urban water
consumption in the YRDUA have been getting closer during
the past 2 decades. However, the network affinity and density
experienced an apparent downward between 2006 and 2008,
while total water consumption increased. It suggests that there
may be a negative correlation between regional water use
constraints and cross-regional water affairs interactions. The
stricter the water use restricts, the closer urban water affairs
correlations (Olawuyi, 2020). The current water network density
is very low. The potential connections of the urban water network
are 650 (26 × 25), while the maximum network affinity was only
228 and was not even half of the total. There is still much room for
improvement in the collaborative management of water affairs in
the YRDUA. However, the redundant connections will increase
with the rising network density. When the network’s actual links
exceed the threshold, the transaction cost of water affairs
information among cities will increase, reducing the overflow
efficiency (Peng et al., 2020).

The network hierarchy decreased from 0.275 in 2001 to 0.076
in 2016 and then increased to 0.214 in 2020, showing an overall
step-down trend during the whole investigation period
(Figure 4B). Decreasing network hierarchy suggests that the
cross-regional interaction and mutual influence in water affairs
are gradually being enhanced in the YRDUA. In recent years, the
network hierarchy has been stable with a value of 0.214,
indicating that the water network structure is relatively steady.
The network efficiency experienced the process of rising first and
then falling, which had a reverse trend compared with hierarchy.
Thus, breaking a rigid hierarchy structure would generate more
spatial overflow channels among cities and create more
opportunities for collaboration and regulation in regional
water affairs. As mentioned above, with the continuous growth
of network density, the network efficiency may be negatively
affected. Before 2016, the efficiency and density of the urban

water network generally moved in the same direction. After 2016,
the efficiency and density of the urban water network changed in
the opposite direction. Declining network efficiency means that
the dissemination of information and technology for urban water
utilization went down in recent years.

3.2 Individual Characteristics of Urban
Water Network
This study selects degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and
closeness centrality to reveal the status and role of each city in the
network of urban water consumption, detecting the spatial
correlation between urban water use furtherly. Because of the
minor change in the three indices during the research period, the
calculation result in 2020 is used as an example. The detailed
results can be found in Supplementary Material.

3.2.1 Degree Centrality Analysis
Figure 5A reflects the degree centrality of each city in the water
consumption spatial correlation network. The average degree
centrality of the whole network is 34.92, which is expressed by
the blue line in Figure 5A. Eight cities’ degree centrality exceeded
the average value, including Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, Hangzhou,
Nanjing, Changzhou, Zhenjiang, and Shaoxing. According to the
definition of degree centrality in Table 1, cities with a higher
degree centrality get more connections with other regions in
water affairs. Cities in Anhui provinces, such as Chizhou, Anqing,
Tongling, Xuancheng, and Chuzhou, have low degree centrality
and are marginal position in the whole network.

The degree centrality of a node in a network can be
decomposed into in-degree and out-degree, reflecting the
node’s capability of overflowing and receiving information.
Figure 5B shows the distribution of in-degree and out-
degree of each city in the water network. The top-ranking
cities with the highest out-degree were Shanghai, Wuxi, and
Suzhou, with more than 20 out-degrees than other cities.
These cities would have more impact on water affairs in the

FIGURE 4 | Overall network characteristics of the water network in the YRDUA. (A) network affinity and network density. (B) network hierarchy and network
efficiency.
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rest of the YRDUA than the rest of the cities have on them.
The top-ranking cities with the highest in-degree are
Shaoxing and Hangzhou, indicating that water affairs in
these cities are affected mainly by other cities. Besides, the
gap in in-degree between cities is not significant with a
relatively reasonable distribution, while the gap in out-
degree is rather large with a seriously unbalanced
distribution. It means that cities in the YRDUA have high
openness and tend to receive the spillover effects from

others. Due to differences in development levels, there
are apparent differences in cities’ ability to influence
others’ water affairs in the network.

3.2.2 Betweenness Centrality and Closeness
Centrality Analysis
The high betweenness centrality of one city represents its crucial
position in water information and technology delivery, meaning its
significant effect throughout the entire water network. The average

FIGURE 5 | Degree centrality of the water network in the YRDUA. (A) Degree centrality distribution (B) In-degree and out-degree distribution.

FIGURE 6 | Betweenness centrality and closeness centrality of water network in the YRDUA. (A) Betweenness centrality distribution (B) Closeness centrality
distribution.
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value of betweenness centrality is 2.18, expressed by the blue line in
Figure 6A. Eight cities exceeded the average betweenness centrality,
containing Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Nanjing,
Changzhou, Zhenjiang, and Shaoxing. The top three cities all
have betweenness centrality values above 10, indicating that water
affairs interaction routes controlled by these three cities consist of
more than ten nodes. They play the role of a “bridge” in the urban
water network (Peng et al., 2020). Except for Shanghai, most of the
cities with high betweenness centrality are located in Jiangsu
province, implying the dominating role of Jiangsu as the
intermediary function. In Anhui, the small-scale economy and
amount of water demand restrict their capacity to affect other
cities in terms of water affairs, thus weakening their function in
the entire network. Generally, interactions of water affairs among
cities with low betweenness centrality are achieved via bridge nodes
such as Wuxi and Suzhou.

Figure 6B shows that the distribution of closeness centrality is
relatively balanced, which means the ability to exchange water
information with other cities distribute evenly among the nodes.
This phenomenon can be explained by good network
connectivity and high network efficiency. Shanghai, Wuxi, and
Suzhou are the top three cities scoring high closeness centralities.
It indicates that the three cities have a powerful ability to
communicate, deliver, and acquire resources related to water
affairs, resulting in the higher water transition efficiency between
them and other cities. In other words, if the connections related to
these three cities are restricted, a great deal of water information
flow channels will be cut off, thereby reducing the water flow
efficiency throughout the entire network.

3.3 Core-Periphery Structure of Urban
Water Network
Generally, a city’s network roles determine its impact on the
regional water policy effect. This study introduced the coreness
evaluation method to quantify the driving effects of core cities on
peripheral cities in the water network.

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the core-periphery
structure of the urban water consumption correlation network
in the YRDUA. During the research period, the standard
deviation of urban coreness decreased first and then increased.
It went down from 0.134 in 2001 to 0.111 in 2016 and went up to
0.119 again. Meanwhile, the heterogeneity and the Gini
coefficient of the core-periphery structure also experienced
similar variation features to the above standard deviation. It
indicates that between 2001 and 2016, the spatial distribution
of water consumption connections between cities tended to be
more balanced, and the gaps in coreness were shrinking; after
2016, this imbalance gradually increased. Especially, the Gini

coefficient was still up to a relatively high value of 0.423, implying
an uneven coreness distribution between different cities. The
spatial correlation network of urban water consumption presents
a significant core-peripheral structure.

Figure 7 presents the distribution and evolution of the core-
peripheral structure of the urban water consumption correlation
network. According to the values of coreness, the whole sample is
divided into three subgroups: the core cities with coreness greater
than 0.3, the semi-core cities with coreness between 0.15 and 0.3,
and peripheral cities with coreness lower than 0.15. In the study
period, the distributions of the core-peripheral structure were
relatively stable, and only several cities experienced a small range
of changes. For example, Shanghai and Suzhou have always been
core cities. Wuxi and Hangzhou moved into the core area in 2006
and 2011, respectively, while Wuhu and Ma’anshan moved into
the semi-core place in 2011 and 2016. The current urban water
consumption correlation network has two core areas: Shanghai-
Suzhou-Wuxi and Hangzhou. In the YRDUA, Shanghai is the
nuclear, Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou region and Hangzhou Bay are
crucial metropolitan circles. Except for the top four cities, most
Jiangsu cities followed, such as Nanjing, Changzhou, and
Yangzhou. Specifically, Shanghai, Suzhou, and Wuxi constitute
the first core area, surrounded by some semi-core cities in Jiangsu
province. The second core area is in Zhejiang province, with
Hangzhou dominating the main direction and a change of sub-
regional water flow radiating to other cities. Most cities in Anhui
province are distributed in peripheral areas with fewer
connections associated with other cities in the entire network.

4 DISCUSSION

Water is a crucial resource for production and domestic, developing
economic activities and population migration undoubtedly enhance
the water affairs correlations among regional cities. In the spatial
correlation network of urban water consumption in the YRDUA, no
isolated city exists, meaning the water affairs in any city are related to
other ones. Network density is a significant structural indicator that
reflects the interconnectivity among nodes within social networks
(Muller and Peres, 2019). In recent years, the regional water network
is becoming more and more stable with increasing density, resulting
from a remarkable degree of region collaborative development.
Firstly, the YRDUA is located in the south-eastern coastal area of
China, noted for flat terrain, favourable climate, and rich natural
resources, which provide advantageous conditions for region
collaborative development (Ding et al., 2021). Secondly,
supportive official policies also play an essential role. With the
announcement of “the Belt and Road” initiative and a Yangtze
River Economic Belt strategy, the cities’ collaborative correlation in
the YRDUA has become closer (Ye et al., 2019). Especially the
“Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration Development Plan”
issued in 2016 proposed to take advantage of the golden waterway of
the Yangtze River, improving the regional transportation network
and the capacity of intermodal transport. Thanks to these policies,
we are gradually brokering the rigid administrative border and trade
barriers, thus leading tomany advantages for improving correlations
among different cities. For example, regional transportation

TABLE 3 | Statistics in coreness of water network in the YRDUA.

Year 2001 2006 2011 2016 2020

Standard deviation 0.134 0.128 0.117 0.111 0.119
Heterogeneity 0.035 0.03 0.022 0.019 0.023
Gini coefficient 0.516 0.483 0.421 0.391 0.432
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efficiency is seeing significant improvement, resulting in the flow
speed of population and economy, which is helpful for cross-regional
exchanges and interactions. The collaborative correlation will lead to
a closer and more stable water network.

There is a synergistic and trade-off relationship between
network density and network efficiency. Generally, there is a
positive relationship between network density and joint action in
natural resources governance, and outcomes of collaborative

effort benefit from increased tie density (Sandström and
Carlsson, 2008). When the connections in the urban water
consumption correlation network grow, the flow of vital
information on new technologies and more sustainable
management practices for urban water use accelerates (Bodin
and Crona, 2009). However, the positive effect of network density
on natural resource governance does not necessarily continuously
increase and may decrease at high densities (Bodin and Crona,

FIGURE 7 | Distribution of core-peripheral structure of water network in the YRDUA.
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2009). Very high network density can reduce a group’s
effectiveness in collective action, and lead to the
homogenization of information and knowledge which results
in less efficient use of resources and reduction of capacities to
adapt to changing conditions (Oh et al., 2004; Bodin and
Norberg, 2005). Taking 2016 as the breaking point, we found
that the network efficiency first increased and then decreased with
the increase of network affinity and density. Before 2016, the
network affinity didn’t exceed the capacity of the water network,
and the growth of communication between urban water affairs
led to effective information transmission. After 2016, the
efficiency and density of the urban water network changed in
the opposite direction. Excessive network link redundancy
affected the speed of information transfer. This phenomenon
may be related to increasing water consumption constraints and
uneven regional economic development. According to the
strictest water resource management (SWRM), each city has
explicit water consumption constraints. Since 2011, the total
water consumption of the YRDUA has dropped significantly
(Figure 2). At the same time, the population and economy in this
area have raised rapidly, resulting in enormous water demand.
The increasing water supply and demand gaps have affected the
efficiency of interaction and cooperation between cities in water
affairs. Therefore, we can infer a network density threshold in the
spatial correlation network of urban water use in the Yangtze
River Delta urban agglomeration.

The centrality analysis results of the water network
presented significant polarization. Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou,
and Hangzhou always occupied the top four positions in the
entire water network. The four cities accounted for about 33,
67, and 24% of total degree centrality, Betweenness centrality,
and closeness centrality. They are the most developed cities in
the YRDUA, gathering plenty of resources and radiating them
to other regions (Chen et al., 2019). Shanghai is the largest
financial centre in China, providing capital and financial
services. Wuxi is a national comprehensive transportation
hub, conveniently providing convenient logistics and
warehousing services. Suzhou is the national high and new
technology industry centre, providing high-tech support.
Hangzhou is the global Internet network information
centre. Around the core cities, the YRDUA has formed a
complete, developed, and adequate network of
transportation, talent flow, and information dissemination.
Most water affairs interaction should be achieved via these
cities, reflecting their vital function in controlling and guiding
the channels of spillover and reception related to water usage
information. Most of the new economic development policies
and reforms implemented in recent years were concentrated in
core and central cities, exacerbating the unevenness of
centrality distribution in the water network. Regions such as
Jiaxing, Huzhou, and Changzhou are close to major economic
centres. They tend to receive more substantial radiation effects
from core cities (Liao and Wei, 2015), which helps to enhance
their correlations with other cities. Cities farther from the core
area would have lower centrality and are at the edge of the
water network, such as most cities in Anhui provinces. It is
apparent that the correlation between urban water

consumption is related to economic scale and is also
impacted by geographic location. The larger the city’s
economic scale is, the more water the city consumes, the
more significant gravitational force it has, and the more
critical its position in the water network. The water
network in the YRDUA has experienced the homogeneous
discrete, single-core agglomeration stage. Currently, it is
experiencing the multi-core stage, which aligns with the
characteristics of the polycentric mega-city region in the
YRDUA. The two core areas of the water network, the
Shanghai-Wuxi-Suzhou region, and Hangzhou Bay, have
formed a stable spatial pattern with other cities, while each
node city has its corresponding role. According to the water
network structure, it is necessary to exert the brokerage role of
Jiangsu province in the whole network as a bridge and transit
hub to enhance the water correlations between Anhui province
and other cities.

5 CONCLUSION

Water problems, such as water shortages, water pollution, and
water ecosystem deterioration, have put significant pressure on
the country’s sustainable development. Urban areas have
become influential consumers of water resources and
producers of waste and pollution. Urban water consumption
is worth paying much more attention to. China has suffered
from water problems for a long time. The country focused on
regional water conflicts and improving overall water use
efficiency. However, current national macro-water policy
making and implementation do not fully consider the
correlations among region water usage. This study
employed the SNA method to investigate the spatial
correlation of urban water consumption in the Yangtze
River Delta urban agglomeration (YRDUA). According to
the results, urban water use in the YRDUA has moved from
independent operations to cycle networks. With the increase of
network density and closeness, the water network shows
remarkable spillover effects between different cities.
Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, and Hangzhou are four critical
cities of the water network, and they obtain comparatively
higher individual centralities. Therefore, it is essential to
optimize the improvement of water management in the four
regions and exert their radiation effects on other cities.

Water consumption in the YRDUA will continue to increase
due to accelerating urbanization and industrialization. The
dilemma between rapid growth demand and diminishing
water resources will potentially undermine sustainable
development in the YRDUA. As the study shows, the water
network efficiency has decreased in recent years, and the
current network structure will gradually be detrimental to the
effective dissemination of water use information. Governments
need to create appropriate policies to enhance cooperation and
synergy of regional water management. First, since the different
urban water affairs have formed into a system, a global spatial
network perspective should be emphasized while coordinating
regional collaborative water resources management. We need to
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optimize the structure and improve the efficiency of a regional
multi-centre water network. Furthermore, reduce the provincial
administrative borders and trade barriers to create more cross-
regional water allocation and management channels. For
example, the government could formulate strategies to guide
the rational flow of water resources across regions and
industries and explore more effectively interrelated ways for
increasing the number of ties in regional water networks.
Besides, the core cities need to set the appropriate objective to
reduce water use, enhance water use efficiencies, and control
water pollution, which is based on the strictest water resource
management (SWRM) system. They also need to develop and
apply new water-saving technologies, strengthen water-saving
publicity, increase the overflow channels of water-use
information, and play the lead role of these core city nodes in
the water network.
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